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Abstract: Today web contains huge amount of information. 

Important part is to obtain business value from existing 
information. XML is useful to accomplish features of business 
functions. Hence to attain those promises it is important to retain 
those XML documents effectively. Content and structure of 
Dynamic XML documents changes frequently based on user 
behavior and produces multiple versions of it.  Multiversion XML 
documents are having huge applicability which demands for their 
effective organization. Clustering is better solution to retain these 
documents. But due to dynamic nature of XML documents 
initially obtained cluster compositions becomes invalid in later 
stage and traditional methods are not effective to obtain most 
recent clustering solutions.   

In this paper we are proposing time efficient technique called 
Compressed Delta (C∆) in response to obtain most recent clusters 
of multiversion XML documents. C∆ contains sufficient 

information to get essential document version with minimum 
operational cost for future references. Proposed C∆ is 

comprehensively assessed on several real-life datasets exhibiting 
extreme characteristics. Experimental results shows that proposed 
(C∆) to obtain required XML document version outperform the 

related state-of-the-art approaches. 
Keywords: XML, Multiversion, Compressed Delta, 

Homomorphic.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Today electronic business (E-business) is an important term 
which brought greatest changes in the business sectors. In 
E-businessinvolving partiesuses common platform to 
exchange structured information. XML assures various 
business functions like content assimilation, intelligence and 
salvage. XML is platform that recognize portion of 
information using content and syntax. XML provides ability 
to define information using set of vocabularies. To achieve 
the promises of XML it is important to handle XML 
documents appropriately [1].  XML documents are static and 
dynamic in nature. Content of static document is stationary 
but the content of dynamic document changes with time and 
its ratio of change is depends on e-customer behavior. These 
changes are real time and customer specific, but infinite, 
surprising and create many versions of single documents 
called as Multiversion XML documents [2-3]. 
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Multiversion document basically comprisesat least one 
element which specifies the genuinity of theversion.  
Temporal element present in the document specifies the 
validity of that multiversion XML document and older 
version become invalid when new version appears. XML 
proposes organization of metadata to generate the vocabulary 
to exchange the information with connecting data sources via 
the internet [4]. Increased use of XML recommends the 
warehousing of XML documents for future use. Variations in 
the document content is the main cause to appear multiple 
versions of XML document.  
Multiple version’s of XML documents are useful in 

collaborative authoring, managing software versions, 
durability of web documents and warehousing knowledge 
from web. Multifaceted nature of XML documents for 
management and maintenance of information is demanding 
the multiversioning and suitable organization of XML 
documents [5]. Storage of each version of XML document 
may incur redundancy in XML documents collection. 
Therefore to store these multiple versions of documents need 
an effective technique so user will be able to get required 
document version in less effort. 
To efficiently deal with this issue making group of similar 
XML documents is best solution, this grouping is called as 
clustering [6].Hence grouping similarXML documents in the 
form of clusters facilitates effective document management 
by providing improved querying, mining and data 
integration.  
In spite of huge benefit of clustering an XML documents, it 
incur complexity in clustering process due to hierarchical 
nature of an XML documents. Hence traditional clustering 
methods are not useful to cluster an XML documents. In the 
distance based clustering method, distance signifies that 
when similarity between two XML documents is closest to 
each other that means their distance is less and be a part of 
single cluster.  
Furthermore, clusters of static XML documents are always 
stable due to the nature of its content, so distances between 
clustered documents are always same. But due to the 
real-time changes based on customer behavior in 
multiversion XML documents influence the calculated 
distances amongst document versions, hence those 
documents may change their cluster composition and can 
become part of another cluster. So, to find most updated 
cluster compositions of multiple versions of an XML we are 
proposing a technique which makes use of “Compressed 

Delta” (C∆). C∆ is standard XML document which stores the 
changes between successive XML documents versions from 
time T1 to Tn.XML document version are compressed with 
Homomorphic compression (XGrind) which helps in 
reducing computing power of compressed delta.  
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C∆ can be directly revealed without applying decompression 

on it. C∆ holds adequate information to get essential 

document versions at any time period between T1 to Tn when 
initial clustering solution becomes outdated with lowest 
operational cost.       

II. MULTIVERSION XML DOCUMENTS 

An example of multiversion XML document is shown in 
figure 1. Each consecutive version of document is achieved 
by using insert, update and delete operations on previous 
version of document. Distance between two documents 
indicates the total numbers of operations required to covert 
one document into other which is stored in the compressed 
delta (C∆). 

 
Figure1: An Example of Multiversion XML Document 
 

Figure 2 shows example fragments of three real-time 
versions of online catalogue document obtained at three 
different time stamp T1 to T3. In real world these changes are 
infinite and depend on user behaviour. Document content 
affect partly or completely noted as degree of modification 
which is important in managing those documents efficiently.  

 

 
Figure 2: Fragment of XML Document Version 

 
Delta (∆) document denotes difference between two 

consecutive document versions. To reduce its storage space 

and computing power because of verbosity in XML 
documents we are using homomorphic compression tool 
(XGrind) to limit increasing size of XML document. Figure 3 
shows the example fragment of XML document with its 
homomorphic compressed view. Homomorphic compression 
replaces all the elements by its precise values but also 
preserves document hierarchical structure in compressed 
format which is essential to calculate the similarity among 
XML document versions. 

 
Figure 3: Homomorphic Compressed View 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY  

From available literature study it is observed that no existing 
technique performs time efficiently to obtain most recent 
cluster compositions of Multiversion XML documents using 
the concept of compressed delta (C∆)[7].  
XML version detection and management has tremendous 
application. To identify the versions, computation of 
similarities between different document versions and 
threshold values are vital. To develop similarity function 
content and structure content and structure similarity plays an 
important role.  
Different schemes are proposed for discovering changes 
among multiple versions of XML documents using diff 
algorithm [8-11], Text [12], Structure [13-16] and 
Classification [17-18]. Comparison of different change 
detection methods requires investigation of different factors 
like object-referencing approach for change discovery, delta, 
relational, structured XML documents support, scalability, 
file volume, and illustration of unaffected parts [1]. Some 
change detection schemes clearly shows the user the changed 
part of the documents [19-21], whereas other may not 
[22-25].  
 Given methods to discover changes in XML documents 
should be scalable enough. The storage of in between full 
versions of XML documents improves the efficiency and 
space complexity as the required version can be created by 
using the suitable in-between complete version. Query 
processing becomes faster while a system stores the 
in-between complete versions because there is no need to 
rebuild the intermediate versions dynamically. 
 For clustering XML documents various methods are 
proposed in recent years. Scheme is proposed to obtain 
frequently changing structure (FCS) from consecutive 
versions of dynamic XML document and CDX method is 
proposed to cluster dynamic XML document with the help of 
FCS in [27].  With help of SemXClust framework XML 
document is divided into tree tuple set then use of XK-means 
algorithm and XFIHC algorithm is used to cluster XML 
document by using WordNet [28].  
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Weighted Element Tree Model (WETM) is projected in [29] 
for determining the structural similarity of XML documents. 
XML document is presented as ordered labelled trees then to 
find groups of structurally similar XML documents structural 
distance metrics is used in hierarchical clustering algorithms 
[30]. Mechanism for finding structural similarities among 
XML documents using graph-matching algorithms which 
permits adequate reduction of the essential computation costs 
is proposed in[31].    
 A various techniques for clustering sequence of 
heterogeneous XML documents projected by authors [32]. 
The theory of level structure is used to compute the similarity 
between arriving XML document and available clusters. 
Similarity is calculated at cluster level instead of pair-wise 
for single documents in the clusters. 

IV. RECORDING CHANGES WITH COMPRESSED 
DELTA  

Existing methods to record the changes between different 
versions of XML documents are discussed in literature 
survey. To deals with versioning issue completed delta 
approach has its limitation that needs to store either first or 
last XML document as well as all intermediate completed 
deltas. Figure 5 shows working of completed delta approach.  
 

 

Figure 4: Completed Delta Approach 
 
Storing all intermediate deltas incur recurring information 
when changes are frequent and to obtain required document 
versions it requires to run versioning algorithm number of 
times. To overcome these limitations we have proposed 
compressed delta (C∆). It’s simply a generic XML document 

which store total changes responsible for document 
transformation from time period T1 to Tn. Important to note 
here is to minimize storage space and computing power of 
delta document we are applying homographic compression 
on XML documents which maintains original hierarchical 
structure on XML document hence delta document can be 
directly discovered without decompressing XML documents. 
Temporal variable time stamp (ST) is maintained which 
comprises all the changes in time period T1 to Tn. ST records 
changed values all the times. ST has two components. Time 
component to records time value and delta component to 
record type of changes applied (insert, delete, update). C∆ is 

very effcient to record the changes between multiple 
document versions and to obtain necessary documents 
versions.  

V. COMPRESSED DELTA (C∆) 

While recording changes responsible for transformation C∆ 

focus only on affected portion of the document than unaltered 
portion. To increases building time of compressed delta 
unique ID values are assigned to elements in original XML 
document and maximum id value is recorded, so next id value 

will be assigned on arrival of new element. Hence unique 
value will be maintained helpful for discovering the changes.  
Steps to be followed to build C∆:  

Step 1.  Start with document Doc1 at time T1, for 
consecutive version Doci at Ti do next. 

Step 2. Assign distinct ID value to each new inserted 
element in the Doci.  

Step 3. Calculate the difference between current version 
Doci and new version Docj.  

Step 4. For each altered elements in the version Dj, entry is 
recorded in C∆ (Ti and delta value) 

Step 5. Doci is purged from warehouse and Docj is added in 
initial C∆. 

Step 6. Docj is preserved in warehouse till the arrival of 
new version and will be purged at the time of last 
run of algorithm.  

Step 7. Finally C∆ will be store in warehouse.  

Following rules are strictly followed while implementing C∆: 

Rule 1. If no children is affected, then parent remain 
unchanged no entry recorded in C∆. 

Rule 2. If any children is affected, then parent will be 
changed  Entry will be recorded in C∆ for all child 

elements.  
Rule 3. If any parent is deleted  delete entry is recorded in 

C∆ for all child elements.  

To get C∆compressed delta algorithm is repeatedly executed 

on arrival of new version in warehouse. At the end C∆ will 

contain preliminary XML version and all changes in time T1 
to Tn. In C∆ instead of repetitive recording only affected 
element values are recorded. Figure 5 shows maintaining 
document versions with C∆. Any document Doci at time Ti 

can be obtained directly by performing querying operation on 
C∆. 
 

 

Figure 5:  Versioning with Compressed Delta 

Compressed delta algorithm (Cd_Algorithm):  
To obtain document version with C∆, document is examined 

from root element. If STis observedwith any delta value, then 
version Doci will be as follows: 

 C∆ contain insert– If element is composite element  
all its children values are inserted in C∆.  

 C∆contain delete– If parent element is deletedalong 
with children elementall deleted values with no 
children are inserted in 
C∆.  

https://www.openaccess.nl/en/open-publications
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 C∆contain modified - If element is not composite 
element then its value can be used, but if it composite 
element then changes of each child elements are 
examined. 

VI. RESULTS  

Experimentation is performed on real-time databases 
collected from [33-36]. It is composition of homogeneous 
and heterogeneous XML documents.XML documents are 
preprocessed with SAX parser to extract structure and 
content. Table 1shows the details of the pre-processed XML 
documents from each dataset. 

Table 1: Preprocessed Data sets 

 
To assess the performance of compressed delta (C∆) 

approach multiple versions of same XML document of size 
50kB, 100kB, 200kB and 400kB are used from above 
datasets.  Total 10 numbers of versions are considered of each 
XML document. Version are created using program 
developed in java.Performance of compressed delta approach 
is assessed with the consolidated delta proposed by Rusu et 
al. [20].From result charts shown in diagram 6 to diagram 8, 
it can be observed that how the C∆ performs better than 

consolidated delta for 10 consecutive versions of different 
sized XML documents after applying varying % of changes. 

 
Figure 6: Result Chart 2 

 
Figure 7: Result Chart 2 

 
Figure 8: Result Chart 3 

VII. CONCLUSION 

XML acts as effective standard for storage and exchange of 
information. To obtain business values from XML 
documents effective management of these documents is 
really an important job.   Techniques used to manage static 
XML documents are not useful to manage dynamic or 
multiversion XML documents. Moreover there is huge 
demand to manage those Multiversion documents properly 
due to their clever applicability in E-business. In response to 
this we have proposed time effcient compressed delta 
approach to obtain required document version with reduced 
operation cost. At the last run of an algorithm XML 
warehouseonly single XML document which contain 
sufficient information to get required document version. 
Experimental results for each unique real time datasets shows 
that proposed approach performs superior than prior 
consolidated delta approaches and retain only 25% data at the 
end in XML warehouse than size of all document versions.  
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